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NEW ZEALAND AND THE FEDERATION

It is dangerous to accel?t an invitation to speak on my assigned topic because

any attempt by a foreigner to master the legBlation of another country is fraught with

impossible- difficulty.

I am honoured to be invited by the Booksellers' Association of New Zealand to

take [:I8rt in the program of this 51st Annual Conference. I bl'ing with me the greetings of

the Governing Council of the National Book Council of Australia. Indeed, I am sure that

booksellers and all those associated with the wocld of the book in Austmlia would want me

to extend to you congratUlations on the organsation of th~ conference in this wonderful

and exciting city. I am always glad to come to New Zealand. I spent last Anzac Day in

Dunedin. This Anzac Day, I spent en route to this conference.

It is perilous in the extreme t<;> accept an obligation to speak on the subject

assigned to me, 'Bookselling and Law'. I say it is dangerous because any attempt by a

foreigner to master, with instant wisdom, the legislation of another country, is 0 course

fraught with impossible diffiCUlty. Even if I were to confine my remarks to the leg"islation

of Australia, I would face problems which a New Zealand bookseller could not even begin

to imagine. We are 'blessed', if that is the correct word, with the Federal system of

government in Australia. Because the laws on books, bookselling and infa'mationgenemll~'

were not assigned at the Federation in 1901 to the Australian Federal Parliament, the

regul~tion of the industry remains very much in the hands of the individual States. It is

State law and State legislation which covers most of the areas of. regUlation that concern

the book incilstry : laws on shop opening and closing, laws on (~fomation, -the criminal

law, laws on sedition and blasphemy in books, most laws on consumer protection aoo most

laws on obSCEnity are State concerns in Australia. Were I, therefore, to set about the task

of outlining to you the permutlltions and combinations of Australian legislation as it

affects books and booksellers, you would be mentally ~nd physically exhausted.
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Before departing from the Federal question I should say something else. It is not

generally known that the Australian Constitution contemplated the admission of New

Zealand to an Austmlasian Federation. The second item of the Preamble is in the

following terms:

and whereas it is expedient to provide for the admission into the

Commonwealth of other Austmlasian Colonies and possessions of the Queen

The sixth paragraph of the preamble defines 'the Stn tes' to mean

SUch of the colonies of New South Wales, New Zealand, Queensland, Tasmania,

Victoria, Western Australia and South Australia, including the Northern

Territory of South Australia as for the time being are parts of the

Commonwealth or such colonies or territories as may be admitted into or

established by the Commonwealth as States ...

New Zealnnd took a different course and founded its own Dominion with its own separa te

international\?ersonality. So far as I know your Constitution makes no claim to Australia.

Federation is not all bad news, either for citizens generally or for books, literature and

information in particular. 1"1 fact, a past Chief Justice of South Australia has said in the

context of laws on obscenity that 'diversity is the protectress of free·dom'. The diversity

of the Australian Federation is undoubtedly very inconv€fli€l1t at times, particUlarly in the

matter of the law. It is someti~es confusing and leads to uncertainties. But on the other

hand, the very diversity itself can also rometimes give rise to legal experim€fltation and

to progress and liberalisation in the law in one part of the country which might never be

ventured, if it' had to occur, in the country as a whole. Although in my youth I looked

across the Tasman to the simple, unitary, unicameral system of New Zealand with envy,

as old age a!=proaches, I am not so sure. All of the forces of technology and many of the

forces of bureaucracy and politics today seem to be designed at collecting power in the

cEntre. That is not necessarily a good thing foc individual liberties. It is not necessarily a

good thing for the law as it affects literature, books and bookselling. Federation is a kind

of (?lanned legal inefficiency. In the world of computers linked by telecommunications, of

. groWing administrative power and growing b.'unsnational business corpora tions, the

dispersal of power in the Federal system of governmEnt 'may have some things going for

it. It has been said that the founding fathers of the American Constitution, who conceived

and implemented the Fecleml idea, were the most distinguished minds to come together

since the times of Ancient Greece.·It should be remembered that overwhelmingly they

were Englishman in the American colonies imbued 'with English ideas of liberal

democracy. Whether they got it right or wrong with a Federal system of.government, the

system does have its advantages. I believe this is romething that should be said from time

to time to sceptical audiences in New Zealand.
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LAWYERS AS WRITERS

Let me now say something briefly about the link .between the law and the world

orbooks. The two disciplines have long· been associated. 'Words', dec1'lred Lord Birkett;

'are the raw material of the legal (?rofession, and the assiduous study of. words and Ule

l?roper use of words has always been part. of the lawyer's most desirable

accomplishments.!

Many jUdges write tediously in the law books, contenting themselves with a

dreary succession of quotations concluded by an assertion that this or that result follows

'as an inevitable conclusion,.2 This style, Mr. Justice Cardozo of the US Supreme Court,

~scribedas 'the tonsorial or agglutinative':

The writer having delivered himself of this expression of a perfect faith,

commits the prodLCt of his hand to the files of the court and the ju~m61t of

the ages with all the pride of authorship. I am happy to be able to report that

this type is slowly but essentially disappearing. 3

Many judges of our tongue have been not only great masters of the law but

contributors to the treasury of literature. When -John Somers 'broke the rod of the

oppresso,l in mfence of the Seven Bishops, he enriched the annals of law and at the same

time made a lasting contribution to literature. The greatest book of biography in our

language, Boswell's Life of Johnson, was written by a lawyer. The Inns Qf Court of London

were not only nurseries of the law. Bacon and Lamb, Thackery and Dickens, more recently

Mortimer of Rumpole fame, and ffi.any_ more sharpened their talents in the rigorous stUdy

of legal precepts.

Cardozo most admired the style he called 'magisterial' : the voice of the law

speaking by its ministers with calmness and assurance born of a sense. of mastery and

power. In America, John M.arshall; in England, Lord Mansfield; in Australia, Sir Owen

Dixon; iil New Zealand, Sir "Richard Wild.

This style is a little out of fashion on the Bench today.1t remains the man in

the street's -stereotype of judicial literature. When the slave Somerset, captured on the

coast of Africa and sold into bondage in Virginia, was brought to England by his master,

the case came before Lord Mansfield on the return of a writ of habeas corpus. Lord

Mansfield intoned:

The state of slavery is of such a nature that it is incapable of being introduced

on any reasons, moral or political, but only positive "law, which preserved its

force long after the reasons, occasions, and time itself from whence it was'

created are erased from memory. It is so odious that nothing can be suffered to
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suwart it, but positive law.... [V] illianage has ceased in England and it cannot

be revived. The air of EnglD.nd has long been too pure for a slave, and every man

is free who breathes it. Every mnn who ,:omes into England is entitled to the

protection of English law, whatever oppression he may heretofore have suffered

and whatever may be the colour of his skin.... Let the negro be discharged.S

'Let the slave g9 free ' . This conclusion and this case illustraste the link of law and

literature. I, least of all, come here to assert that the law is perfect, that is has no

slaves', that it does no wrong or that it is in need of no refa-m. Of course the law (like

literature in the books) must be constantly scrutinised and submitted to fresh examination

by each succeeding generation. The slaves' of today: the underPrivileged, the timid, the

ignorant, those who do not command our language, our culture or our ways, mllst be given

special protections and assistance if true justice is to be achieved unref the law.

But the case of SOmerset, the slave, does illustrate on a grand scale the daily

dramas which are played out in every local court. Disputes civil and criminal, human

passions and tragedies, are "paraded in a public place and determined, generally in a

reasoned way, by the vehicle of words.

'11)5 combination of human predicament, verbal machinery and (not

infrequently) competing ideas and high ideals is inevitably a theatre in which the lawyer

even of the most modest t8.1ent,and the jUdge, play out their parts. Sleepless nights are

spent by the advocate wrestling with the way a matte"r should be put, a personality

projected, a question asked. The script constantly changes and all too often the author

loses control of the dirretion taken by his plot. The fact remains that lawyers and

bookmen and bookwomen work a similar craf~. Their tools are words and ideas. This is one

of the reasons I always feel at home amongst peQple wh? are involved in books.

TWO MUTUAL CRmCS

This is not to say that the relationship, though close, is always a warm and

congmial one. Lay.,ryers have become useG to being the 'butt end' of the jests of writers.. .
Shakespeare putin the mouth of one character a solution that has occurred to more than

one revolutionary since: 'First, let's kill all the lawyers1
•6 Dickens, from the inside as it

were, lampooned the tardy procedures of the courts and made a real contribution to the

social movement for reform of court procedures "in the 19th century. Lewis carroll in

Alice's. Adventures in Wonderland str'uck 'a regular the~e:
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'In my youth' snid his father, II took to the law;

And argued each case with my wife;

And the muscular strength which it gave to my jaw

Has lasted" the rest of my life',

More 1a ely W.H. Aurlen in Law Like Love had this to say about people like me:

'Law, says the jUdge fiS he looks down h is nose,

S~eaking clearly and most sev~rely,

Law is as I've told you before,

Law is as you know I suppose,

Law is but let me explain it once more,

Law is The Law'.

Occasion.ally we ju~es can get our own back. George Bernard Shaw, a great

bookman, wrote a will Which was'a long and complicated dOCuffimt, fatally composed by

the combined hands of a legal draftsman and [1 vigorous critic of the lnw. He sought to ~t

up a trust fora new "alphabet but the trust failed on the ground that it was not 'charitable!

and that its terms were uncertain.

Shaw anticipated the waywardness of the law. In clause 40 of the will h.e, made

alternative [)rovisions for his estate should 'such trusts fail through jUdicial decision'. In

the Court of Appeal, Lord Justice Harman, himself an Irishman, hnd (as jUdges are prone

to do) the last word. His celebrated jUQsment OP61S thus:

All his lOQ5 life Bernard Shaw was an indefatigable reformer. He was already

well known when the presmt cEntury rBwned, as a novelist, critic, pamphleteer,

playwright and during the ensuing half century he continued to act as a kind of

itching [)owoor to the British public [and! to the English-speaking peoples.. '.

Castigating their follies, their foibles and their fallacies, and bombarding them

with a combination of paradox and wit that earned him in the course of ,the

years the statu~ of an oracle.... It was natural that he should be interested in

English orthogral?hy and pronunciation. They are obvious targets for the

reformer. It-is as difficult for the native to defend the one as it is for the

fo~igner to compass the other....7

After striking down the trusts, the; ju~e could not spare himself a reference to. the'

artist's jibe in his alternative gift:
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The ... alphabet trusts '" must fail. It seems that their begotter suspected as

much, hence his jibe about failure by jUdicial decision. I answer that it B not

the fault of the law, but of the testator, who failed almost for the first time in

his life to grasp the legal problem or to make up his mind what he wanted.S

But though we often have the :.,5t word, I will be letting out no judicial secrets

if I confess that more juq,es than one feel frustrated that their pearls are too often

locked away in legal books or that their training in the strict syllogistic mode limits the

flights of fancy to which their pen can take them. A frfink admission of this frustra tion :is

found in the juq;mmt of Mr. Justi~e Holmes in describing a case of gross injustice which

later led to the removal from the Bench of a New South Wales magistrate: .

The picture is one which shows how the poor, sick and friendless are still

oppressed by the ma<:hinery of justice in ways which need a Fielding or a

Dickms to describe the words and a Hogarth to portray pictorially. What

happened that day ... to the applicant was only the beginning of the terrors

which were to confront him before the proceedings before this stipendirory

magistrate were completed.9

Words, ideas, emotions, people. These are our ultimate common concerns in the world of

boo\<s and the wocld of law.

REFORMING THE LAW

One of the reaoons for a tension in the relationship between lawyers and the

write.rs and distributors of books is the legal miryefield of dangers and traps through which

book writers and booksellers must trelld, whe~her in Australia or New Zealand. I leave

aside the laws on obscmity, the criminal law generally, the law of contract and the. law of

contempt "of court. I want tq say something about the project that brought the Australian

Law Refcrm Commission into contact with the legal problems of authors and booksellers.

I re fer to the ]a w of defama tion.

The Australian Law Reform Commission received a. reference from the Federal

Government in Australia aimed at modernising and simplifying, and above all unifying,

Australia's eight different defamation laWs. In Australia, every author must trend

cautiously, and booksellers too, fa fear of offending not only the defamation laws of his

own State Or the State of publication, but also the pub.Jication laws of any State into

which the book is distributed. Effectively, in Australia, this means a search for the" lowest

common denominator of permissible publication. The lack of uniform laws on defamation

is a serious blight upon free speech a~d free publication in Australia.
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Th is is one area where Federal diversity has not l?rotected freedom but has encouraged

uncertainty and sometimes bizarre and unexpected results. Neither in New Zealnnd nor in

Australia is there a constitutional guarantee of free speech and a free press, as there is in

the First Amendment to the American Constitution. These are merely traditions in

Australia and New Zealand. They can be undone if they do not have their stalwart

defenders.

After two years of the most thorough consulta lions in all parts of Australia, and

indeed beyond, the Australian Law Refocm .Commission delivered its report on Unfair

Publication.l 0 l1)e report was commended to the Standing Committee of

Attorneys-General by the Australian Perera! Cabine~. That Standing Committee includes

participation by the Attorneys-General of New Zealand and Papua New 'Guinea. Lately the

Attorney-General for Fiji ·has also been attending. At meetings over the pust year, as far

apart as Perth, Western Australia and Queenstow~, New Zealand, the Ministers have been

examining the draft Bill which was attached to the Law Refa-m Commission 1s report.

Progress is being made. There is announced agreement, at least amongst the Australian

Attorneys-Gen~ra], concerning the new unifOirn defamation law. The proposal by the

Australian La w Reform Commission had the benefit of considering the report of the New

Zealand Committee on Defamation. Amongst novel suggesti~ns in the report for the

planned Australia-wide Defamation Act were:

implementation of a single code;

new procedures to give defamation actions more speedy hearings;

introdoction of new remedies in the place of the Virtually total reliance on money

damages, including remedies by way of rights of correction and rights of reply;

new protections fa' individual privacy as a substitute for the vague provision in the

laws of some Australian States requiring*a def,:ndant to ,prove that a pLblicntion

complained of was not only true but also published for: the public bEnefit;

clarification and simpli fication of the ]a w so that it could be set out for all

concerned: 'authors, bookseilers, librarians and others ~ they could readily find the

law without having'to resort to inaccessible legal texts or. extremely ex~ensive

legal advice.

UNFAIR PUBLICA110N AND LITERATURE

In the course of preparing the report, the Australian La w Reform Commission

received a number of submissions urging that there should be a general defence to

defamation and privacy actions if it could be established that the relevant publication was

contained in a work of literary, artistic, histocic.al, scientific or educational merit.

Inevitably, the creative writer draws upon material from his own experience. This is

scarcely surprising. Somerset Maugham in his preface to his book Cakes and Ale described

it thus:
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When the book appeared, I was attaclced in various quarters because I was

supposed in the character of Herbert Driffield to have drawn n portrait of

Thomas Hardy. TIlis was 'oot my intEntion.... I am told that two or three writers

. thought themselves aimed at in the character of Alroy Keir. They were under a

misapprehension. TIlis character was a composite portrait : I took the

appearance from one writer, the obsession with good society from another, the

heartiness from a third, the pride in athletic prowess from a fourth, nnd a good

deal from myself. For I have a grim capac ity for seeing my own absurdity and I

find in myself much to excite my ridicule. I am, inclined to think that this. is why

I set people ... in a less flattering light than many authors who have not this

unfortunate idiosyncrasy. FOI' an the characters that we create are but copies

of ourselves. It may be of course also that they really are nobler, more

disinterested, virtuous and spiritual than I~. It is very natural that being gexHike

they should create men in their own image.

ESjuire magazine described Arthur Miller for writing his book After the Fall

following the death of Marily Monroe, his former Wife, as '1?lubbermou th of the year'. But

submissions to the Law Ref<Xffi Commission during our inquiry asserted that the fine line

between malice and creative imagination, fact and fiction should not be disciplined by the

law of defamation.

Creative writers have always had to contend with the rigours of defamation

law. Yet, so far as we were infa-med, only two Australian cases, both rather special,

actually came to proceedings be.fore a court. One was the criminal prosecution of Frank

Hardy,·tlle author of the book Power Without Glory. The issue tendered in that case was

identification; whether John West in the novel was the real-life Melbourne -millionaire

John Wren. The jury acquitted Hardy. 'The 'other ~case w~s an action brought in resp~t of a

poem \\-11ich was published in a bool< of poems. It referred to a family identifying the chief

protagonist as 'my ex husband's wife' . The daughter of the family was described as

'autistic'. The poem "referred, in disparaging terms, to each member of the family and his

or her personal habits. The writer's 'ex husband' had, in fact, remarrie.d and had a mmtally

retarded (though not autistic) daughter. The case was settled. The moral may be that it is

not unreasonable to expect creative writers to malce some attempt at disguise.

One of the problems presently standing in the way of a plaintiff suing an author

is that he must show that the book about which he complains actually refers to him.

Because, like Somerse t Maugham, au thaI's are generally careful to blend the

characteristics of a number of people (or do so subconsciously) it is usually quite difficult

to say thnt this or that character represents a particular person.
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There is also the problem of the innocent victim. A novelist or playwright

could, in entire good faith, create a character with a. particular name and occupation who

is a vicious bank robber. Should this work gain general currency, it would be rather hard to

deny an actual person of that name who shared certain characteristics with his fictitiqus

namesake, an opportunity of establishing that he was not the basis of t~e l?ortrayal.

Accidmtai defamation should clearly be cheaply and quickly disposed of. The Law Ref<l'm

Commission emphasised from the beginning of its project that the road to defamation law

refocm lay chiefly in the refcrm of defamation procedures.

BOOKSELLERS AND DEFAMATION

One development in Australian defamation actions which needs to be watched

in New Zealand is the growing tendency of plaintiffs to issue proceedings not only against

au thors but also against booksellers, news dealers, libraries and like distibutors. In part,

this tactic has developed out of an attempt to frighten off such distributors and to misuse

the procedures of the courts to intimidate distributors. By the commo~ law of England,

which ap[>lies in New Zealand and Australia, a person who republishes 8 libel is equally

liable for it to the person damaged. In New Zealand, the position :is modified slightly in

the case of mUltiple publication of the same defamation by the provisions of ss.9 and 10 of

the Defamation Act 1954. There is a defence of 'innocent dissemination'. However, Htefe

is a e1efcltce sf 'iRROOCPt dissemjnntioti. To tal<e advantage of this defence, the defen9ant

must show that he did not in fact know that the ptblication contained defamatory

material, that he had no reason to believe that it was likely to contain such material and

that his lack of knowledge was not due to any negligence on his part. I I The

ina,dequacies of this refence were forcefully put to the Australian Law Refa-ffi

Commission by representatives of booksellers, distributors and 'libraries in Australia. They

submitted that the rule imposed 8 too onerous bu.rden on innocmt disseminators in at least

two ways:

First, it required the distributor to prove that he was not negligent in not noticing

the oofamatory material in the book <X' journal he was selling or distributing. It was

put to us that it was unreasonable to expect '8 bookseller or library to read all of

the publications passing thro~h its-hands and .to inquire whether the facts were

true or the comments fair. Yet some of the law cases suggest that this must be

done inorrer to negative negligence. Where a particular publication or type of

publication has developed, a reputation of being contentious, controversial and

often defamatory, the defendant would have to prove that a check was speci~ically

made, virtually of every page, in order to demonstrate that he was not

negligent.J 2
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Secondly, the rule was said to be unfair because it puts a disseminator, such as a

bookseller, on notice of the likelihood of the existence of defamatory malter as

soon as the person claims that he is handling a book or journal defamatory of him.

The bookseller or librarian must immediately make an instant juq;ment whether to

cease to handle the book or journal. In practice, most boo!csellers, libraries, news

vendors and so on nre not well equipped to make such a jtJqsment quickly and

soundly. In practice, it is simply not worth their while to take the risk of retflining

the document. In many cases it woold just not be wortllwhile seelcing legal advice.

The effe'Jt is to stifle freedom of expression by imposing a virtual censorship

without any intervention of a court. During the Australian Law Reform

Commission!s inquiry, this kind of censorship by the threat of a. writ against a

boo!<seller occurred on a number of occasions. It is a source of concern in

Australia. It may be a concern in New Zealand, although the report of the

Committee on Defamation recorded that it could find l no New Zealand case where

a bookseller IDS been held liable for mfamatory statemmts made in a pUblished

book'. Only one case was discovered 'where a distributor of any form of printed

matter had bem independmtly and successfully sued for distributing a libel l
• The

availability of provisions for indemnity or contribution from other parties to the

publication was thought sufficimt to obviate the necessity of char:tging the law of

innocent dissemination as it affects distr.ibutors.

~e kind of prob'tem that can arise was illustrated by t\'lO of the cases quoted in

the report of the Australian Law Reform Commission. The first case involved the book of

poetry I have mmtioned.lt was on the shelves of many Australian libraries. It was oot the

oort of work in which one would expect to find defamatory material. But, as I have said, a

claim was made that a particular poem was defamatory. Letters were S61t to various

libraries and booksellers throughout Australia tnreatening them with action if they

continued to 'publish' the book, by making it available to purchasers or borrowers. The

libraries and vendors could hardly form a juq;ment on the question whether the book was

oofamatory; in any case it was not sufficiEntly important to run a risk. In practice, as the

Law Reform Commission was informed, they withdrew the book. The second case involved

a political biography. The subject' sued the author, the publisher, the wholesale distributor

and the retailer from whom his solicitor purchased the copy needed for evidence.

Allegations were made that certain sections of the book were defamatory. All defendants,

including the retailer, were on notice. The retailer was advised by his solicitor that he

would not thereafter be able to rely t{>on the defence of innocent dissemination. He would

have to depend upon such defences as truth and fair comment. The retailer lacked the

knowledge to make a jUdgmEnt on those matters. In any case the towl profits from likely

sales would not approach the legal costs of an action. He withdrew the book from sale. 13
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Having considered the present law and the criticisms which libraries and

booksellers had VEntured of the law, the Australian Law Reform Commission

recommended reform. It concluded that any rule must attempt to protect the interests of

two parties who may be presumed to. be innoc61t. In the first place, there are the

distributors: the librarians and booksellers who cannot be expected to know the existence

of defamatory material and who cannot reasonably be expected to take the time and

trouble to resist a claim. In the 9Zcond place, there nre the persons who are interested in

containing the Sl?read of a hurtful libelous publication concerning themselves, inclUding in.

books and journals distributed by booksellers, libraries and so on.

Subject to one qualification, the Law Refocm Commission proposed that

sQecified disseminators should be granted protection for publishing defamatory material

solely in their ca[)acity as disseminators. However, the Commission also suggested that

the person who claims to be defamed should be given the right to obtain- an injunction

restraining republication by any person (inclUding a protected disseminator such as a

bookseller) if he could satisfy a jucge that the material·was defamatory and otherwise

inoofensible. In this way, tlie Commission sought to satisfy the two interests identified. It

suggested that if the proposal were accepted, it would enable any of the disseminators to

print, sell or lend the allegedly defamatory material with impunity unless and until a

judge, after considering the relevant facts of the particular case, granted an inju.nction.

In discussing the refinition of the group of disseminators who should have the

benefit of this special protection, the Commission concluded that few woold oppose the

inclusion of libraries, news vendors and book retailers. The case of wholesalers of printed

material, such as books, was considered more argUable. It was pointe~ out that they

handled a greater volume of n publication than do libraries or small bool<sellers.

Consequently they wC?Uld have a greater financial stake in the distribution of the aUeged

defamatory material. On the other hand, wholesalers will often have little opportunity, in

practice, to check material in advance. Frequently they simply take books and joumals

from printers and other reproducers and immediately distribute them to retailers,

virtually as. a conduit. ChMging trading cond~tions were noted· to be breaking down the

traditional distinctions between wholesalers and retailers, inclUding of books. It was

thought that difficulties could arise from introducing a legal distinction between the

position of the two. In the result the Commission concluded 'that wholesalers should also

be removed from the damages remedy but, like other distributors, be SUbject to the

specific injunctive ·relief proposed.

The draft clauSe of the proposed uniform reformed Defamation Act relevant to

booksellers, suggested by the Australian Law Reform Commission, is as follows:·
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17(1) It is a oofence to H defamation action that the defamatory matter was

published by the defnndant solely in the capacity of, or as a servant or

agEnt of, a pr~essor, a person condL:Cting a library, n newsagent, a news

vendor, a wholesaler or 8 retailer.

The mfence is excluded wllere the disseminator was concerned in the controt of the

defamatory matter or imported it. The reason for excluding imported material is that a

dlmages remedy against the local distributor may,)n I?ractical terms, be the only remedy

available to a I?erson defamed. Fairness to the plaintiff dictated, in the view of the Law

Rcfcr-ffi Commission, a qualification of the general rule relating to protected

dissemination, excluding its application to any (Jerson who has imported books or other

material from abroad.

Progress towards the acceptance of the Australian Law Reform Commissions

proposals on defamation law refa-m seems steady. The meeting of the Attorneys-General

at Queenstown on 15 February 1982 was under the chairmanship of the New Zealand

Minister for Justice, Mr. J. McLay. Commmting on the d~isions made at Queenstown,

th~ Attorney-General of Australia, Senator Peter Durack QC, said that the

Attorneys-General had 'substantially advanced progress towards unif<X'ffi defamation law

in Australia'. He said that they had 'now agreed on most of the major issues which would

form the basis of a unifcrm defamation law'. Specifically, they have agreed on the

preparation of a draft "model Bill which will be placed before the next meeting. There has

been some criticism of aspects of the Queenstown announcement. 14 But so far, there is

m indication as to the attitude to the particular provisions of the greatest relevance to

booksellers and innocent distributors. So, on this subject we fire still in the dark 

although I do not anticipate problems in the acceptance of these refocms. I know from his

several announcements on the SUbject, that the Ne.w Zealand Attorney-General, Mr.

McLay, is closely watching the developmffits in Australian defamation law. Specifically,

he has expressed sympathy with some of the proposals contained in the Australian La w

Reform Commission·.report. He IDS before him both our report and the report of the New

Zealand committee. Whether he will feel persuaded to adopt the Australian proposals, at

least in the case of adding new protections to the position of innocEfl~ disseminators such

as booksellers, remains to be seen.
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mmages remedy against the local distributor may,)n I?ractical terms, be the only remedy 

available to a I?erson defamed. Fairness to the plaintiff dictated, in the view of the Law 

Rcfcr-ffi Commission, a qualification of the general rule relating to protected 

dissemination, excluding its application to any (Jerson who has imported books or other 

material from abroad. 

Progress towards the acceptance of the Australian Law Reform Commissions 

proposals on defamation law refa-m seems steady. The meeting of the Attorneys-General 

at Queenstown on 15 February 1982 was under the chairmanship of the New Zealand 

Minister for Justice, Mr. J. McLay. Commruting on the dEX!isions made at Queenstown, 

thE,'! Attorney-General of Australia, Senator Peter Durack QC, said that the 

Attorneys-Geneml had 'substantially advanced progress towards unif<X'm defamation law 

in Australia'. He said that they had 'now agreed on most of the major issues which would 

form the basis of a unifcrm defamation law'. Specifically, they have agreed on the 

preparation of a draft "model Bill which will be placed before the next meeting. There has 

been some criticism of aspects of the Queenstown announcement. 14 But so far, there is 

m indication as to the attitude to the particular provisions of the greatest relevance to 

booksellers and innocent distributors. So, on this subject we fire still in the dark -

although I do not anticipate problems in the acceptance of these refocms. I know from his 

several announceinents on the subject, that the Ne.w Zealand Attorney-General, Mr. 

McLay, is closely watChing the developmEnts in Australian defamation law. Specifically, 

he has expressed sympathy with some of the proposals contained in the Australian La w 

Reform Commission·.report. He IDS before him both our report and the report of the New 

Zealand committee. Whether he will feel persuaded to adopt the Australian proposals, at 

least in the case of adding new protections to the pOSition of innocEfl~ disseminators such 

as booksellers, remains to be seen. 
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